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Abstract

This paper studies the maintenance modelling of a multi-component system with two independent failure modes with

imperfect prediction signal in the context of a system of systems. Each individual system consists of multiple series

components and the failure modes of all the components are divided into two classes due to their consequences: hard

failure and soft failure, where the former causes system failure while the later results in inferior performance (production

reduction) of system. Besides, the system is monitored and can be alerted by imperfect prediction signal before hard

failure.

Based on an illustration example of offshore wind farm, in this paper three maintenance strategies are considered: periodic

routine, reactive and opportunistic maintenance. The periodic routine maintenance is scheduled at fixed period for each

individual system in the perspective of system of systems. Between two successive routine maintenances, the reactive

maintenance is instructed by the imperfect prediction signal according to two criterion proposed in this study for the

system components. Due to the high setup cost and practical restraints of implementing maintenance activities, both

routine and reactive maintenance can create the opportunities of maintenance for the other components of an individual

system. The life cycle of the system and the cost of the proposed maintenance policies are analytically derived. Restrained

by the complexity from both the system failure modelling and maintenance strategies, the performances and application

scope of the proposed maintenance model are evaluated by numerical simulations.

Keywords: multi-component system, multiple failure modes, prediction signal, opportunistic maintenance, routine

maintenance

Notation

Chi ith hard component

Csi ith soft component

(αi, λi) shape parameter and scale parameter of Weibull distribution of component i

δ precision, describing the proximity of the signal to the time of the actual failure
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η accuracy, the probability of not detecting potential failure before actual failure

ε evaluate the closeness between the abnormal signal and the next routine maintenance

τ time interval of routine maintenance

ECiim expected cost for reactive maintenance without delay

ECiwd expected cost for reactive maintenance with delay

q1 age threshold, deciding the functional component that can take the opportunity to be main-

tained

tfi component life of hard component i

Dli design life of component i

Ali age of component i

si moment of the abnormal signal of component i

ξi(t) age of component i at time t

fi(·) Weibull pdf

fSi(· | ti) conditional pdf of abnormal signal of Chi given the actual failure may occur at ti

f
tf
i (· | si) conditional pdf of life given abnormal signal occurs at si

tfi lifetime of component C·i

Ri(· | t) survival function of component C·i given it functions at time t

Hsubs. subsystem consists of the other components exclusive the mentioned component

Yi ith replacement cycle of the hard components

Ji(t) = d tτ e maximum number of routine maintenance actions experienced by hard component Chi during

time interval t

Tk =
∑k
j=1 Yk the time of the kth maintenance of the system

Ai,j the jth replacement cycle of component Chi

ai,ni =
∑ni
j=1Ai,j the time of the nith replacement of component Chi

Ni(t) =
∑∞
j=1 1{ai,j≤t} renewal function

APi,j for component C·i, its jth maintenance is preventive maintenance

ACi,j for component C·i, its jth maintenance is corrective maintenance

AOi,j for component C·i, its jth maintenance is opportunistic maintenance

Chim total cost caused by hard components during time interval t

Bi,j jth replacement cycle of soft component Csi

NS(t) =
∑∞
j=0 1{Tj<t} counting process of the reactive maintenance times

Nτ (t) =
∑∞
j=0 1{jτ<t} counting process of the routine maintenance times

bi,k =
∑k
j=1Bi,j time of kth maintenance of soft component Csi

Ki = dYiτ e maximum number of routine maintenances experienced by soft component Csi during Yi

N t
i number of soft failures during Ti

Csim total cost caused by soft component during time interval t

1. Introduction

In the past several decades, failure models were discussed and studied concentrating on the single component system

and single failure mode. However in recent years, due to the complexity of system configurations and the diversity of

failure modes of the practical industrial systems, such as wind turbines and aircrafts, multi-component system modelling
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with multiple failure modes is drawing increasing attention even though it leads to additional difficulties. On the one

hand, interactions (such as economic dependency, stochastic dependency, structural dependency) between components

complicate the failure modelling and scheduling of maintenance. On the other hand, the complexity and effectiveness of

optimizing procedure including formulations and simulations for such system are extensively more difficult than these of

the single component system. Although many maintenance models have been proposed for single-component systems,

they cannot be applied directly on multi-component system due to the economic dependency among the components,

see in [1, 2]. Besides, different failure modes and their effects on the system increase the modelling complexity of system

performance as well as the maintenance scheduling. Moreover, it is interesting to notice that condition monitoring

information has been gradually taken into account maintenance modelling. For the system whose failure mechanisms

are considerably complex, the availability level of condition monitoring information decides which maintenance strategy

could be established. In an offshore wind farm, where the wind turbines operate in harsh and unstable environment

with low accessibility, the benefits of reliable maintenance strategy with limited available information are worthy to be

studied. The introduction section firstly depicts the existing achievement of maintenance models for multi-component

systems; secondly, it emphasizes some literature concentrating on the different failure modes with their definition; thirdly,

it draws forth the information using for failure modelling and decision making in the existing literature. Then based on

the background of the offshore wind farm, we will introduce the practical and theoretical significance of the proposed

model.

In [3] the authors presented an overview of the three main groups of maintenance models for multi-component system in the

existing literature: the block replacement models, group maintenance models, and opportunistic maintenance; meanwhile

they emphasized the potential shortcoming of applying the regular maintenance policies directly on multi-component

system, such as the low availability. To avoid these shortcomings, some researchers took maximization availability as

decision criteria to optimize the decision parameters. In [4] a multi-component system is maintained by imperfect repair

and perfect maintenance for each component. The periodic preventive maintenance intervals are optimized among the

components according to the availability criteria by dynamic programming. In [5] the maintenance cost is dependent on

the degradation state and the optimal preventive maintenance interval yielding minimal downtime is solved by integer

programming. Some other researchers focused on proposing some practical maintenance strategies to maintain the

availability at a given threshold. In [6] the authors considered a two-unit series system which can share the setup cost when

they both need inspection or replacement. Then to coordinate inspection/replacement the opportunistic maintenance

chance and inspection are scheduled separately firstly and then compromised altogether according to a given criteria. In

[7] the authors considered a multi-component series system where each component is scheduled to be maintained according

to its own period and the opportunistic maintenance is informed according to the expected cost. In [8] the authors studied

the opportunistic maintenance of the system which is composed of multiple nonidentical and life-limited components with

both economic and structural dependencies and they extended the optimization rule to improve the efficiency of decision-

making. In [9] the authors studied a multi-component system with two maintenance actions: imperfect maintenance

and replacement, by minimizing total cost and maximizing overall system reliability by metaheuristic solution methods

and generational genetic algorithm. In [10] the authors studied the maintenance policies for a multi-component system

with failure interactions and scheduled opportunistic maintenance by decomposing the system into mutually influential

single-component systems. In [11] the role of opportunistic maintenance for multi-component system is specially pointed

out. In [12] the authors studied a multi-component system with economic dependencies by solving a NP-complete

dynamic grouping strategy. In [13] the authors considered the system-level and component-level periodic inspection-

based maintenance polices and solved the optimization problem for the component-level policy by the simulation based
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optimization approach with stochastic approximation. In [14] the authors emphasized the expensive maintenance setup

cost and optimized the periodic maintenance by two levels: the component and the overall system according to the

independency assumption with the aim of reducing the setup cost.

For a multi-component system, several failure modes can simultaneously affect on the system. Lin et.al introduced the

concept of two categories of failure modes: maintainable failure and non-maintainable failure in [15]. They assumed

that preventive maintenance (PM) can reduce the hazard rate of the maintainable failure modes but cannot change the

hazard rate of the non-maintainable failure modes. The mentioned PM is more inclined to the partial maintenance which

can not change the inherent design and wearing of the machine. In [16] the authors extended the maintainable and

non-maintainable failures by the dependent competing failure modes: the failure rate of the maintainable failure depends

on the failure rate of the non-maintainable failure. Based on the similar failure models, Zhang and Wang studied a repair-

replacement policy N , under which the system is replaced whenever the number of repairable failures reaches N or the

irreparable failure occurs, whichever occurs first, and they derived the explicit expression of the average cost rate in [17].

Castro [18] assumed that two failure modes are dependent: the occurrence of maintainable failures depends on the total

number of non-maintainable failures from the installation of the new system. Two maintenance actions are considered:

1)the minimal repair for both failure modes and 2)the PM which only reduces the hazard rate of the maintainable failure.

In [19] Wang et al. studied the maintenance strategy of a multi-component system with multiple independent failure

modes. Ding and Tian studied three preventive maintenance actions on the multi-component wind turbine corresponding

to the failed components and operational components considering economic dependencies and besides the opportunistic

maintenance is decided by different age thresholds in [20]. In [21] the dependent and stochastic degradation of multiple

components is modelled by copula methods and the influences of dependency on the optimal maintenance decision are

investigated.

The condition monitoring techniques are broadly investigated in many existing literature. Jardine et al. summarized

the research and developments in diagnostics and prognostic of system failure from data acquisition to data processing

and their application on maintenance decision support in [22]. In [23] a framework for selecting appropriate prognostic

models to predict the remaining useful life of engineering assets is studied. Although many methods have been employed

(reviewed and compared in [24]), such as the time series method (ARMA)in [25], neural network modeling in [26] and

piecewise deterministic Markov process in [27], the uncertainties in prognostic and prediction models are inevitable. In

order to study the benefits of condition monitoring signal without losing generality and practical signification, some

researchers prefer to impose the probability distribution of the life indicator/signal in maintenance models. In [28] and

[29] the system is monitored and the prediction of the potential failure is related to an abnormal signal which occurs

prior to the actual failure with a non-negative probability. In [30] the authors used the signals which are released by

the system when it deteriorates to determine the system life time and hence plan opportunistic maintenance. In [31] the

authors presented a dynamic predictive maintenance policy for a multi-component system by updating the degradation

information and remaining useful life of each component and provided a comparative study.

In this paper we consider a multi-component system with two independent failure modes, which is similar as the concept

proposed in [32] and [33]: soft failure and hard failure. The former usually causes system production reduction or inferior

performance while the system keeps functioning; the later can cause system failure. These failure modes have important

significance in engineering practice. Figure 1 provides an illustration example of the system structure. The system of

systems contains k identical individual systems and each system consists of m1 +m2 series components (abbreviated as

Comp in Figure 1), where the failure modes (abbreviated as FM in Figure 1) of the first m1 components are corresponding

to hard failure and the remaining m2 components’ failures are soft failure. Certain special maintenance actions are planned
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Figure 1: Schematic of the system structure and failure modes

for each system in the perspective of the system of systems. We refer them as ”routine maintenance” in the rest of the

paper. The components which cause hard failure are monitored and they will release some random prediction signals of

a potential failure. The signals may trigger reactive maintenance for each component according to its decision threshold

with respect to the framework of routine maintenance. Besides, executing each routine and reactive maintenance action

requires system shutdown and hence can create the maintenance opportunities for the other components of the same

system. Thus, routine, opportunistic and reactive maintenance, which are corresponding to the different levels of system

structure, are referred as three levels of maintenance actions.

We take the wind turbine and wind farm as an illustrating example. An offshore wind farm usually consists of a block

of wind turbines. The wind farm can be considered as the ”system of systems” and each wind turbine as an individual

system. The wind turbines are initially independent and identically configured. Each individual wind turbine operates

separately according to its health state and environment (such as wind speed, direction and wave height). According to

the failure frequency and maintenance difficulty revealed in [34–36], a wind turbine consists of the critical components

such as rotor blade, hub and pitch system, main shaft, gearbox, generator, converter and tower. The failure of the

gearbox, the rotor blade, the converter and the generator (which are referred as ”hard failure” in this study) of the wind

turbine may make the whole turbine stop working as soon as they occur. Meanwhile the failure of the control (pitch)

system (which is referred as ”soft failure” in this study) of the wind turbine makes it fail to adjust the blade to the right

direction and the turbine is unable to make full use of the wind and results in the production loss, but the turbine can still

work with such failure. In the following contents we focus on a single wind turbine in details, then plan its maintenance

strategy subjecting to the co-ordinate arrangements of the wind farm which it belongs.

Due to the low accessibility of the offshore environment and the expensive setup cost, the maintenance actions, such

as updating of software, lubrication and cleaning are common and periodic for all the wind turbines in the same wind

farm. As the remote and built-in monitor technique and devices of wind turbine are available in wind energy practice, we

assume that the system is monitored, which means that the prediction signal of potential failure is available. We adopt a

general assumption that after the occurrence of the prediction signal, the actual failure time of the component is subject

to a random distribution. This assumption includes the uncertainties of both the monitoring technique and the methods

of signal processing. Based on the failure model the performance of the maintenance policy consists of three levels, the
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periodic routine, reactive and opportunistic maintenance, is studied comprehensively in this paper.

Our study is different from the previous studies of maintenance modeling of complex systems in that

• From the modelling’s point of view, we model the system failure and maintenance strategies in a framework of

”system of systems” and make it accord with the overall planning of the system of systems, which is of great

importance yet has been rarely studied or even mentioned in the existing literature.

• From the available information’s point of view, decision making with uncertainties is studied. The effect of uncer-

tainties of the prediction signal on the selection of decision criterion and performance of maintenance strategies are

investigated.

• From the maintenance strategies’ point of view, we propose and regulate the levels of different maintenance actions

according to the system structure, which makes the maintenance planning more structured.

• The mathematical expressions of the system behaviors with maintenance actions are analytically derived, which

could provide some fundamental results for the further computational and numerical solutions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the details of the components’ life distributions,

the failure modes and the prediction signal. Based on the system description, three maintenance policies are introduced

step by step in Section 3. Then in Section 4 the cost function of the maintenance policies is analytically derived. The

performance of the maintenance policies are studied and analyzed in Section 5. This paper ends with concluding remarks

in Section 6.

2. System description

This section develops further the modeling assumptions for the considered system, presented in Figure 1.

2.1. Failure model with independent failure modes

There are m1 hard components and m2 soft components in an individual system. The components constitute a set

U = {1, . . . ,m1,m1 + 1, . . . ,m1 +m2} where the integers are corresponding to the hard components Ch1, . . . , Chm1 and

soft components Cs1, . . . , Csm2
. The life of component i ∈ U is subject to Weibull distribution as follows:

fi(t) =

 αiλ
αi
i t

αi−1e−(λit)
αi

if t 6= 0

0 otherwise
(1)

where λi is the scale parameter and αi is the shape parameter. The mean time to failure is MTTFi = 1
λi

Γ( 1
αi

+ 1). The

failure rate for component i is

zni (t) = αiλ
αi
i t

αi−1 (2)

The mean residual life of the component i knowing that it functions at time t is defined as follows:

MRLi(t) = P(Li > t+ x | Li > t) =
1

Ri(t)

∫ ∞
0

Ri(x+ t)dx

=
e(λit)

αi

αiλi
Γ(

1

αi
, (λit)

αi) (3)

where Li is the lifetime of component i. Let us recall the following assumptions:

• The hard components form a series sub-system within a system and any hard component failure leads to a self-

announcing system failure.
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Figure 2: Sensitivity of the parameters δ and η of conditional distribution of imperfect prediction signal given the component life be 1000

• The failure of any soft component results in a hidden soft failure. The system can work with a soft failure only

undergoing the production loss during the soft failure.

• The maintenance action causes downtime cost.

2.2. Prediction signal by monitoring

As mentioned in [28], a monitored system may have the positive probability that an imperfect prediction signal is prior

to an actual failure. Assume that for each hard-type component, an imperfect prediction signal may show up before the

corresponding hard failure. The term Accuracy is designed to describe the likelihood of predicting a system failure prior

to an actual failure. Precision describes the proximity of the signal to the moment of the actual failure. By adopting

a similar conditional density and distribution function as in [28], we define the accuracy and precision of the failure

prediction. For hard-type component i, let si be the random time when the imperfect prediction signal happens and tfi

be the failure time of component i. Let δ ≥ 1 be the prediction precision, (1− η) be prediction accuracy and 0 ≤ η ≤ 1,

the conditional distribution that an imperfect prediction signal shows up given the life of the hard component tfi is:

P(si < s | tfi = x) = Fsi(s | x) =

 (1− η)( sx )δ if 0 ≤ s ≤ x

1 s > x
(4)

fsi(s | x) =

 δ(1− η) s
δ−1

xδ
if 0 ≤ s ≤ x

η s > x
(5)

where η = 0 means that the imperfect prediction signal shows up before the actual failure with probability 1. Figure 2

gives some examples of the time distribution when the imperfect prediction signal occurs given the component fails at

time 1000.

η and δ could be estimated according to the historical lifetime data and we omit this procedure and technique in

this paper. In the following context, we suppose that η and δ are known. Thus the conditional survival analysis of the

component which receives the prediction signal is actually a Bayesian model. Let Ri(t− si | si) be the survival function

conditional on the imperfect prediction signal of component i occurs at si for t > si:

Ri(t− si | si) = P(tfi > t | tfi > si). (6)
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Given the imperfect prediction signal occurs at si, according to Bayesian theory, the conditional survival pdf is

f
tf
i (t | si) =

fSi(si|t)fi(t)∫∞
si
fSi(si | t)fi(t)dt

(7)

For the denominator, after simplification, we have∫ ∞
si

fS(si | t)fi(t)dt =

∫ ∞
si

δ

t
(
si
t

)δ−1αiλ
αi
i t

(αi−1)e−(λit)
αi
dt

= δsδ−1i λδiΓ(1− δ

αi
, (λisi)

αi) (8)

Hence the conditional survival pdf given the imperfect prediction signal occurs at si is

f
tf
i (t | si) =

αi

tΓ(1− δ
αi
, (λisi)αi)

(λit)
αi−δe−(λit)

αi
(9)

The survival function of the hard component given the imperfect prediction signal occurs at si is

Ri(t− si | si) = P(tf > t | tf > si) =

∫ ∞
t

f
tf
i (x | si)dx

=
Γ(αiδ + 1, (λit)

αi)

Γ(1− δ
αi
, (λisi)αi)

(10)

3. Maintenance policy

3.1. Maintenance level

In this section we present three different maintenance schedules in details based on the system structure and failure

models sketched in Fig 1: routine maintenance at the system of systems level (i.e. the wind farm level in our illustrating

example) in section 3.1.1, reactive maintenance for the component level in section 3.1.2 and opportunistic maintenance

for the individual system level, (i.e the wind turbine level n our illustrating example) in section 3.1.3.

3.1.1. System of systems level: Routine maintenance

In most of the existing literature, the routine maintenance is not distinguished from the general periodic maintenance

for individual component/system. For an individual system, it does not make any difference. However, for the system,

such as the wind farm which consists of a group wind turbines and each wind turbine is a multi-component system, the

routine maintenance is planned for the whole farm while the specific maintenance strategy is planned for the individual

turbine. Actually, the routine maintenance activities, such as updating of software, lubrication and cleaning of the system,

do not involve the direct maintenance of the specific component/system, but they affect their degradation or failure.

The routine maintenance is scheduled in advance in order to guarantee the availability of the staff and the equipments.

Thus the cost for the preparation work of maintenance actions is considered. In this paper, such cost is referred as the

”setup” cost. The period of routine maintenance is usually prescribed by the instructions of the manufacturer and thus

its selection range is limited. Assume that the routine maintenance is scheduled at fixed time intervals equal to τ . As

the soft failure is hidden and causes the production loss, the soft components should be inspected during each routine

maintenance in order to reduce the production loss.

Furthermore, since it is possible that the imperfect prediction signal does not occur before an actual hard failure, the

preventive maintenance of hard component at the routine maintenance can reduce the risk of hard failure.
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3.1.2. Component level: Reactive maintenance

An imperfect prediction signal may show up before a hard failure occurs. On the one hand, the setup cost of a reactive

maintenance between two routine maintenances is relatively more expensive than that of the routine maintenance; on the

other hand, there is a time delay between the imperfect prediction signal and the actual failure. People may consider the

idea that each imperfect prediction signal can trigger a reactive maintenance, however it may cause some prematurely

preventive maintenances. Hence the way that the signal is treated is very important. We consider the following criteria:

• (Tolerance criteria: Save the setup cost) If an imperfect prediction signal shows up and it is close to the next

routine maintenance time, delaying the reactive maintenance until the routine maintenance could be a cost-efficient

solution. On the contrary, if the imperfect prediction signal shows up quite early, it is risky to delay the reactive

maintenance. Thus a designed parameter, ε, will be introduced to evaluate the closeness υi (which is calculated by

υi = [si− (n−1)τ ]/τ) between the imperfect prediction signal of component Chi and the next routine maintenance.

In [20] a similar parameter has been used to group the components whose inspection intervals are close enough. Let

the tolerance ε vary from 0 to 1, where ε = 1 means the reactive maintenance is suggested to be delayed at the next

routine maintenance and ε = 0 means that the reactive maintenance will be executed immediately. For component

Chi,

– if υi > ε, then delay the reactive maintenance until the next reactive maintenance, a hard failure or the next

routine maintenance, whichever occurs first;

– if υi < ε, then the corresponding component is maintained immediately.

• (Expected cost criteria: Reduce the risk of hard failure) Concerning the dependence between the prediction signal

and the age of the hard component, we should consider the residual life of the component whose prediction signal

shows up. Let ECiim and ECiwd be the expected cost of the reactive maintenance of hard component Chi without

delay and with delay respectively. ECiim and ECiwd will be calculated online and be compared with each other.

After the comparison,

– if ECiim > ECiwd, then delay the reactive maintenance until the next reactive maintenance, a hard failure or

the next routine maintenance, whichever occurs first;

– if ECiim < ECiwd, then the corresponding component is maintained immediately.

3.1.3. System level: Opportunistic maintenance

During a maintenance action, the system is shut down and a downtime cost is incurred. If the other components of

the same system can take the opportunity to be preventively maintained, the downtime cost and possible set up cost

can be shared by several components. Thus at the beginning of a maintenance, either corrective or preventive, when the

component corresponding to the actual or potential failure is identified, some of the other components of the corresponding

system will be opportunistically maintained. Inspections are required to identify the hidden soft failure. The age could be

an alternative measurement of the health state of the component when deciding the opportunistic maintenance. The age

threshold parameter q1 is introduced to decide which component should be maintained opportunistically. A high value

of q1 leads to less opportunities for the functional components to be maintained.

3.2. Maintenance strategy integrating the three maintenance actions

For component i, let tfi denote the component life, Dli denote the design life of the component, ξi denote the age of

component and si denote the moment of the imperfect signal. Maintenance procedure is performed as follows:
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1. Reactive maintenance according to closeness criteria (component level: Save the setup cost)

• If the first prediction signal is released by Chi and occurs at si between the (n− 1)th and nth routine mainte-

nances, record the time and calculate the closeness υi by υi = [si − (n− 1)τ ]/τ .

• If υi < ε, a reactive maintenance is scheduled immediately and the other components of the same turbine may

take the opportunity to be maintained.

• If 1 > υi > ε, delay the reactive maintenance corresponding to component i and all the other components

whose prediction signals satisfying 1 > υj > υi until nτ , j 6= i, j ∈ U .

• If a hard failure occurs during the delay at tfi, then the reactive maintenance will be advanced at tfi. All the

components whose prediction signals occurred between si and tfi are maintained.

2. Reactive maintenance according to expected cost criteria (component level: Reduce the risk of hard failure)

• If a prediction signal occurs at si between two successive routine maintenances, record the time and calculate

the expected cost ECiim and ECiwd.

• If ECiim < ECiwd, a reactive maintenance is to be scheduled immediately and the other components of the

same turbine may take the opportunity to be maintained.

• If ECiim > ECiwd, the reactive maintenance corresponding to component i and all the other components with

prediction signals occurred and satisfying ECiim > ECiwd is postponed until nτ .

• If a hard failure occurs during the delay at tfj or a component Chk satisfying ECkim < ECkwd at sk, then the

reactive maintenance will be advanced at tfj or sk, k 6= i. All the components whose prediction signal occurred

between si and tfj or sk are maintained.

3. Opportunistic maintenance according to age threshold (system level:q1, q2 and q3)

• If a hard component needs to be replaced, either preventively or correctively, all the other components of the

same turbine may take the opportunity to be maintained.

• For a soft-type component Csi, if it is not failed and its age ξli does not exceed the age threshold q1Dli at the

reactive maintenance time or q3Dli at the routine maintenance time, no maintenance action is carried out on

it.

• If Csi is not failed and its age exceeds q1Dli at the reactive maintenance time or q3Dli at the routine maintenance

time, it is opportunistically and preventively replaced.

• For a hard-type component Chj , if it is not failed, it does not show prediction signal and its age ξlj is less than

q1Dlj at the reactive maintenance time or q2Dlj at the routine maintenance time, no maintenance action is

taken on it.

• If Chj shows prediction signal or its age exceeds q1Dlj at the reactive maintenance time or q2Dlj at the routine

maintenance time, it is opportunistically and preventively replaced.

4. Routine maintenance (system of systems’ level:τ)

• At scheduled times nτ, n ∈ N , if there are delayed reactive and opportunistic maintenances, execute them

according to their own rules.

10
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Figure 3: The detailed procedure of how the tolerance criteria or expected cost criteria conducts the maintenance action initiated by prediction

signal

• If no delayed maintenance, inspect the state of soft components and make maintenance decision on them. At

the same time, check the possibility of opportunistic maintenance.

Take Figure 3 as an example, the system consists of three hard components and a soft component. During the first

routine period, the age of Ch1 attains its threshold and Cs1 fails. Both Ch1 and Cs1 are maintained at time τ . During the

second routine period (τ, 2τ ], Ch3 releases a prediction signal. According to tolerance criteria or expected cost criteria,

the reactive maintenance is suggested to be carried out without delay. During the (2τ, 3τ ], Ch2 releases a prediction

signal. According to tolerance criteria or expected cost criteria, the reactive maintenance is suggested to be delayed.

However, Ch2 fails before 3τ . Thus the reactive maintenance is advanced immediately. Meanwhile Ch1 and Cs1 satisfy

the condition of opportunistic maintenance. As a result, Ch1, Ch2 and Cs1 are maintained jointly.

4. Cost analysis of the maintenance policy

4.1. Cost definition

The following cost items are included in this study for the evaluation of the average long run cost per time unit:

• Cst: setup cost of an individual system for reactive maintenance;

• Ct: setup cost of a system for routine maintenance and Cst > Ct;

• Csp(i)(respectively Chp(i)): preventive replacement cost of soft component Csi (respectively hard component Chi);

• Csf (i)(respectively Chf (i)): corrective replacement cost of soft component Csi (respectively hard component Chi);

• Csu(respectively Chu): downtime cost of soft component Csi (respectively hard component Chi);

• Cis(i): inspection cost for soft components Csi;

• Cl: unit production loss of soft failure.
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Figure 4: The possible scenarios of the proposed maintenance policy between two routine maintenances. Superscript i of Ci
·j denotes the ith

maintenance of component C·j . vj is the closeness of Chj ; ε is the tolerance threshold. ECj
im and ECj

wd are the expected cost of reactive

maintenance of component Chj without and with delay respectively.

4.2. Cost analysis and formulation

Between two successive routine maintenances, the following scenarios are possible(see also Figure 4):

1. Neither hard failure nor imperfect prediction signal occurs.

2. Hard failure occurs without warning any imperfect prediction signal.

3. An imperfect prediction signal si corresponding to Chi shows up and the reactive maintenance needs to be executed

without delay. Check the possibility of opportunistic maintenance.

4. An imperfect prediction signal si corresponding to Chi shows up and the reactive maintenance can be delayed; the

maintenance of all the other components whose imperfect prediction signals show up after si and satisfy the delay

conditions can be delayed until the conditions for an immediate reactive maintenance satisfy. Check the possibility

of opportunistic maintenance.

5. After the reactive maintenance, wait for the next imperfect prediction signal, the hard failure or the next routine

maintenance, whichever occurs first.

4.2.1. Average unit cost

The total cost induced during time t is composed of the total maintenance cost of the soft and hard components

respectively. Let Chim(t) and Csim(t) be the total maintenance cost caused by the hard and soft components respectively

from time 0 to t. The average unit cost during t can be calculated as follows

EC(t) = E(Chim(t)) + E(Csim(t)) (11)

where

Chim(t) =

m1∑
i=1

(Np,i(t) +No,i(t))Chp(i) +N c,i(t)(Chf (i) + Cst) + Ct + Chu (12)

where Np,i(t), No,i(t) and N c,i(t) are respectively the number of preventive, opportunistic and corrective maintenance

of the hard component i before time t. Moreover,

Csim(t) =

n∑
m1+1=m2

Nf
i (t)(Csf + Cl) +Np

i (t)Csp +N i
i (t)Cis (13)

where Nf
i and Np

i , N i
i are respectively the number of the failures, preventive maintenance and inspections of the soft

component i before t. All these quantities are mathematically defined and calculated in section Appendix A and Appendix

B.
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4.3. The expected cost criteria of the reactive maintenance

The reactive maintenance is carried out when the cost criteria given in section 3.1.2 is satisfied. The criteria is based

on ECiim and ECiwd: the expected cost of the reactive maintenance of hard component Chi without delay and with delay

respectively. These costs can be calculated as follows. Assume the prediction signal corresponding to the hard component

Chi show up during the nth cycle(i.e, between (n− 1)th and nth routine maintenance). Let ξi(t) denote the age of Chi at

last maintenance of the system at time t. When the prediction signal occurs at si, the cost for the delayed and immediate

reactive maintenance are as follows:

ECiwd(t) = [1−Ri(t− si|si)](Chf (i) + Cst) +Ri(t− si|si)(Chp(i) + Ct) +

Chu + Cl ·max{0, [t− min
j∈M2

(MRLj(ξj(sj)) + ξj(sj))]} (14)

where M2 is the subset of soft components, the mean residual life MRLj and the residual life Ri are defined by the

equation (3). Moreover,

ECiim = Chp(i) + Chu + Cst + Cl max{0, [si − min
j∈M2

(MRLj(ξj(sj)) + ξj(sj))]} (15)

5. Numerical simulations and results analysis

5.1. Average unit cost by simulation

The maintenance policy based on the proposed complex system can result in many random scenarios. Although we

mathematically derive some parts of the cost calculation, it is still difficult to solve the optimization problem numerically

even for a low number of components. The Monte Carlo simulations method is an alternative method to simulate complex

random events. Let the time period of the simulation be Nτ , where N is a positive integer. The minimization of the

following cost criteria will be used to optimize the parameters (τ , ε, q1, q2, q3) for the tolerance criteria policy and (τ ,

q1, q2, q3) for the expected cost criteria policy:

E(C∞) = lim
t→∞

C(t)

t
= lim
t→∞

Chim(t) + Csim(t)

t
, (16)

The main programme is based on the Algorithm 1. Here we choose a special case that η = 0, i.e., the prediction signal

occurs always before the actual hard failure with probability 1. When 0 < η < 1, the procedure is similar.

For the tolerance criteria which is used to instruct the reactive maintenance, the procedure of programme is similar

to ”Algorithm1”.

5.2. Parameter setting

Take the mean of the Weibull distribution as the designed life for each component. In Table 1 we list the parameters

of the component life distribution, the designed life of each component.

5.3. Tolerance criteria policy

The variables that need to be optimized are (τ , ε, q1, q2, q3). Let us recall the meaning of these parameters:

• τ is the period of routine maintenance;

• ε is the tolerance threshold, which decides the reactive maintenance is to be executed immediately after a signal or

be delayed;

13



Algorithm 1 Procedure of the expected cost criteria during nth cycle

Require:

Initialization of the set Eab = ∅: the component which shows prediction signal;

Initialization of the set Eor = ∅: the component which takes the opportunity;

Ensure:

The cumulated cost of nth cycle;

1: Record the ith prediction signal sni and the corresponding component j: Eab = Eab ∪ j; sort Eab = {1′, 2′, . . . ,m′}

according to the value of sni with increasing order;

2: while Eab 6= ∅ do

3: Calculate the EC1′

de(nτ) and EC1′

re(nτ) for the fist component 1′ ∈ Eab;

4: if EC1′

de(nτ) < EC1′

re(nτ) then

5: Delay the maintenance of component 1′ until min(nτ, sn2′);

6: if A hard failure occurs at snj ≤ tfk ≤ nτ by component k then

7: Update Eor and maintain the failed component k and Eor immediately; renew the age and generate the new

lifetime; update Eab = Eab\(k ∪ Eor);

Update the cost;

8: else if No hard failure occurs: min(tfi′) ≥ nτ then

9: Update the cost and go to the next cycle;

10: else

11: Update Eor and maintain the component 1′ and Eor immediately; renew the age and generate the new lifetime;

update Eab = Eab\(1′ ∪ Eor);

Update the cost;

12: end if

13: end if

14: end while

Table 1: Parameter setting

Item Ch1 Ch2 Ch3 Ch4 Ch5 Ch6

α 10 6 8 5 4 7

λ 4× 10−4 3× 10−4 5× 10−4 4.5× 10−4 3.5× 10−4 4× 10−4

Dl• 2.378× 103 3.092× 103 1.883× 103 2.040× 103 2.590× 103 2.339× 103

Item Ch7 Ch8 Ch9 Cs1 Cs2 -

α 2 8 5 2 3 -

λ 5× 10−4 4.5× 10−4 3× 10−4 10−3 2× 10−3 -

Dl• 1.772× 103 2.093× 103 3.061× 103 8.86× 102 4.46× 102 -

14
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Figure 5: Tolerance criteria policy- Iso-level curves of expected average maintenance cost as a function of (τ, ε) for q2 = 1.3, q3 = 1, η = 0,δ = 4;

with 9 hard components and 2 soft components for hard component, C·f = 100, C·p = 60; for soft component C·f = 100, C·p = 80; Cus = 10,

Cuh = 50, Cis = 50, Ct = 5

• q1 decides the age preventive/opportunistic maintenance threshold of both hard and soft component during the

reactive maintenance;

• q2 and q3 decide the age preventive thresholds for hard and soft component respectively at routine maintenance.

We study the effect of δ (Precision, the parameter to describe the proximity of the signal to the time of the actual

failure, see Fig 2) on the performance of tolerance criteria policy of the system with 9 hard components and 2 soft

components. When there are a large number of hard components, it is possible to receive several prediction signals during

the same period. Hence the advantage of the delay by the tolerance criteria ε can be shown more clearly. Figure 5 gives

an example of the contour of the optimal decision-making variables (τ = 50, ε = 0.3) by fixed q2 and q3, where the optimal

q1 = 0.9. For each τ , the optimization stops when N = 10000 routine maintenance times are finished.

When ε = 1, the maintenance policy with the tolerance criteria (MPTC) degenerates as the regular opportunistic

policy (ROP), i.e, when the prediction signal occurs, the reactive maintenance is executed on the component which sends

out the prediction signal. Table 2 lists the numerical results of the comparison of the MPTC with 0 ≤ ε < 1 and the ROP

with ε = 1 when δ varies from 1 to 10. For the extreme case ε = 0, all the reactive maintenances are definitely delayed

until the next routine maintenance or hard failure, whichever occurs first. For ε = 1, all the reactive maintenances are

executed immediately. It can be noticed in Table 2, the performance of the MPTC which delays the reactive maintenance

is more cost-effective than the ROP. As the precision of the signal δ increases, EC∞ decrease and becomes stable. At the

same time, the optimal ε, i.e, ε∗ approaches to 1 and the effect of ε does not highlight any more. That is because the fact

that when the signal is precise enough, it is no need to take the risk to delay the reactive maintenance. As production

loss Cl increases, the cost caused by soft failure is expensive and the reactive maintenance without delay can reveal the

soft failure earlier. Thus when Cl is expensive as C·f/10, the optimal ε∗ is close to 1 and the MPTC is as cost-effective

as the ROP.

5.4. Expected cost criteria policy

The decision-making variables of expected cost criteria policy are (τ, q1, q2, q3). We start from the effect of δ for fixed

η = 0.2 and the simulation results are listed in Table 3. The main results are concluded as follows:
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Table 2: Tolerance criteria: The effect of ε with η = 0.2,Chf = Csf = 100,Chp = 60,Csp = 80,Chu = 50,Csu = 10,Cst = 50,Ct = 5.

Csignal = δ/1000 per time unit for each hard component, considering the maintenance policy with the tolerance criteria (MPTC) and the

regular opportunistic policy (ROP)

Cl Cl = 0.1 Cl = 1

P. MPTC ROP MPTC ROP

δ (ε∗, EC∞) EC∞ (ε∗, EC∞) EC∞

1 (0.00, 0.958) 1.180 (0.00, 0.987) 1.250

2 (0.20, 0.751) 0.911 (0.20, 0.766) 0.934

3 (0.60, 0.703) 0.893 (0.60, 0.731) 0.907

4 (0.80, 0.703) 0.805 (0.80, 0.731) 0.897

5 (0.80, 0.700) 0.761 (0.80, 0.730) 0.802

10 (0.80, 0.704) 0.792 (0.80, 0.733) 0.810

Cl Cl = 5 Cl = 10

P. MPTC ROP MPTC ROP

δ (ε∗, EC∞) EC∞ (ε∗, EC∞)

1 (0.00, 1.246) 1.467 (0.00, 1.317) 1.694

2 (0.00, 0.902) 1.142 (0.00, 1.057) 1.327

3 (0.60, 0.837) 1.001 (0.20, 0.969) 1.114

4 (0.60, 0.843) 0.953 (0.60, 0.976) 1.003

5 (0.60, 0.844) 0.903 (0.60, 0.980) 0.997

10 (1.00, 0.846) 0.846 (1.00, 0.985) 0.985
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Table 3: Expected cost criteria: The effect of δ with η = 0.2,C·f = 100,Chp = 60,Csp = 80,Chu = 50,Csu = 10,Cst = 50,Ct = 5.

Csignal = δ/1000 per time unit for each hard component

δ \ Cl Cl = 0.1 Cl = 1

(EC∞, q1, q2, q3) (EC∞, q1, q2, q3)

1 (0.930, 0.8, 1.1, 1.2) (0.955, 0.8, 1.2, 1.0)

2 (0.721, 0.7, 1.1, 1.2) (0.744, 0.6, 1.3, 1.1)

3 (0.710, 0.6, 1.3, 1.2) (0.736, 0.8, 1.2, 1.1)

4 (0.717, 0.8, 1.2, 1.2) (0.746, 0.7, 1.1, 1.1)

5 (0.721, 0.8, 1.2, 1.2) (0.753, 0.6, 1.3, 1.1)

10 (0.732, 0.6, 1.3, 1.2) (0.761, 0.6, 1.3, 1.1)

δ \ Cl Cl = 5 Cl = 10

(EC∞, q1, q2, q3) (EC∞, q1, q2, q3)

1 (1.041, 0.6, 1.0, 1.0) (1.110, 0.6, 1.0, 1.0)

2 (0.841, 0.6, 1.3, 1.0) (0.958, 0.6, 1.3, 1.0)

3 (0.844, 0.6, 1.3, 1.0) (0.973, 0.6, 1.3, 1.0)

4 (0.854, 0.8, 1.2, 1.0) (0.988, 0.8, 1.2, 1.0)

5 (0.862, 0.8, 1.2, 1.0) (0.996, 0.6, 1.3, 1.0)

10 (0.867, 0.8, 1.2, 1.0) (0.999, 0.8, 1.2, 1.0)

• δ and EC∞: When δ changes from 1 to 2, its effect on EC∞ is obvious and the saved cost is up to 20%. As δ

increases, the unit cost for acquiring the signals is expensive and compensates the cost saving by the prediction

signal. When δ is large enough, EC∞ is stable.

• Cl and q·: When unit production loss of soft failure Cl is expensive, the preventive age threshold q3 for soft

components decreases and the soft components have more chances to be replaced at routine maintenance. As the

set up cost Cst for reactive maintenance and down time cost Chu for maintenance action are expensive, such as

Cst = Chu = 50, the threshold for opportunistic at reactive maintenance q1 is quite small.

Notice that each time when a prediction signal is received, the expected cost ECiim and ECiwd have to be calculated

and compared. Thus the calculation time of the programme is greater than the tolerance criteria, especially when the

number of components is great.

5.5. Comparison of the two criteria for opportunistic maintenance: tolerance criteria and expected cost criteria

The parameter δ affects the approximation of the signal to the actual failure time. It is interesting to analyze the

impact of δ when we compare the performance of the tolerance criteria and expected cost criteria policies. As δ decreases,

the deviation between the prediction signal and the actual failure increase. Hence the expected cost criteria policy which

considers both the signal and the age of the component performs better than the policy with design parameter ε as shown

by Figure 6. As δ increases, the performance of the expected cost criteria becomes stable; the tolerance criteria policy

performs better due to the timely prediction of potential hard failure by the prediction signal.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we considered a multi-component system with two failure modes in the framework of the system of system.

Therefore the maintenance strategy of the individual system should be planned to accord with the overall planning of the
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Figure 6: Comparison of tolerance criteria and expected cost criteria with the change of δ with η = 0.2; for 3 hard components, C·f = 100,

C·p = 60; for one soft component C·f = 100, C·p = 80; Cus = 10, Cuh = 50, Cst = 50, Ct = 5, Cl = 10

system of system. Besides, maintenance decision making with uncertainties is studied and the benefits of the monitoring

information with different level of uncertainties are revealed. Based on the complex failure model, the uncertainties are

represented by the random distribution of prediction signals of the hard component’s failure. Then we proposed an

integrated maintenance policy with three levels: routine, opportunistic and reactive maintenances corresponding to the

system of systems level, the system level and the component level. For the reactive maintenance, two distinct criteria are

considered: the designed tolerance and the expected cost criteria for the hard component. The mathematical expression

of the cost is derived and the simulation procedure is presented. Then the impacts of uncertainties in decision making

using the two criterions are studied and compared by numerical simulations.

In the future, in the framework of the integrated maintenance policy, more different life distributions could be consid-

ered. The interaction between hard failure and soft failure could be extended from independent to dependent in different

ways. The maintenance action could be extended from the replacement to imperfect repair characterized by the change

of the failure rate and the reduction of the age. Hence the life characters of the system will be more extensive to be

suitable for more industrial and engineering practice.
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Figure A.7: The possible locations of the prediction signal of Chi given the failure occurs at x

Appendix A. Cost caused by the hard components

In this section we begin with the reactive maintenance policy without delay, i.e, once a prediction signal is received,

the reactive maintenance should be executed immediately. The tolerance criteria and the excepted cost criteria become

invalid.

Let Dli be the design life of Chi. Denote lji = qjDli the preventive replacement age threshold for Chi at routine

maintenance, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Let Yk be the kth replacement time interval for the hard components. Y1 is competed by the

life time tfi, the corresponding prediction signal si and the age threshold l2i , i = 1, . . . ,m1 at routine maintenance. Let

Ji(t) = d tτ e be the number of routine periods that hard component Chi gets through without prediction signal and failure

during time interval t.

Appendix A.1. Probability associated to the different maintenance actions

The cost caused by the maintenance of the hard components during the first cycle Y1 consists of three parts:

1. the cost caused by preventive maintenance (PM) which means that a prediction signal occurs before the actual hard

failure,

2. the cost caused by corrective maintenance (CM) which means that a hard failure occurs without a prediction to

warn it,

3. and the cost caused by opportunistic maintenance (OM) which means that the age threshold which decides the OM

is reached.

For component Chi, its first maintenance may be caused by a PM, a CM or an OM and the corresponding replacement

cycles are denoted by APi,1, ACi,1 and AOi,1 respectively. Let Ai,j be the jth replacement cycle of component Chi. Hence we

have

P(APi,1 < t) = P(si ≤ t, tfi > t) (A.1)

P(ACi,1 < t) = P(si > t, tfi < t) (A.2)

P(AOi,1 < t) = P(si > t, tfi > t, l1i < ξi(t), l
2
i < ξi(Ji(t)τ)) (A.3)

and by definition

P(Ai,1 < t) = P(APi,1 < t) + P(ACi,1 < t) + P(AOi,1 < t) (A.4)

Recall that Chp(i), Chf (i) and Chu are respectively the preventive replacement, corrective replacement and downtime

cost of the hard component Chi. The cost Ct is incurred by a routine maintenance. Denote Chim(t) the total cost caused

by hard components during time interval t. The random variables Ai,j , j = 1, 2, · · · , are independent and identically

distributed, thus we have

Chim(t) =

m1∑
i=1

(Np,i(t) +No,i(t))Chp(i) +N c,i(t)(Chf (i) + Cst) + Ct + Chu (A.5)
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and

Np,i(t) =

∞∑
j=1

1{APi,j<t}, No,i(t) =

∞∑
j=1

1{Aoi,j<t}, N c,i(t) =

∞∑
j=1

1{Aci,j<t}

.

The downtime cost Chu is counted once, because when the reactive maintenance is triggered, the whole system should

be shutdown and the downtime cost Chu is incurred by the component whose prediction signal occurs first or which fails

first. Hence for the other components which take the opportunity to be maintained, Chu is actually saved and that’s why

we consider opportunistic maintenance actions. The average total cost caused by hard component after n maintenances

at Tn is expressed as follows:

E(Chim(Tn)) =

n∑
k=1

E(Chim(Yk)) =

n∑
k=1

∫ ∞
0

E(Chim(t))dP(Yk < t) (A.6)

In the remainder of this section one derives the following quantities: P(si > t, tfi < t), P(si < t, tfi > t), P(Yk < t),

P(ξi(·) < t) .

Appendix A.2. The probability associated to the prediction signal

According to the definition of the conditional signal and Figure A.7 which explains the possible locations of the

prediction signal, there are only two possibilities for the position of the prediction signal. The first possibility is that the

prediction signal occurs before the actual hard failure, and we know that the prediction accuracy of the prediction signal

is η, i.e., P(si < tfi) = 1 − η. The second possibility is that the prediction signal does not occur before the hard failure

with the probability P(si ≥ tfi) = η. Therefore, for a given failure time the probability that the signal occurs in a given

interval before the failure is as follows:

P(t < si < x | tfi = x) = P(0 < si < x | tfi = x)− P(0 < si < t | tfi = x)

= 1− FSi(t | x), 0 ≤ t ≤ x (A.7)

Therefore,

P(si > t | tfi > t) =

∫ ∞
t

P(si > t | tfi = x)fi(x)dx

=

∫ ∞
t

[P(si > t | tfi = x, si ≥ tfi)P(si ≥ tfi)

+ P(t < si < x | tfi = x, si < tfi)P(si < tfi)]fi(x)dx

=

∫ ∞
t

[η + (1− η)(1− FSi(t | x))]fi(x)dx (A.8)

Appendix A.3. The probability associated to the maintenance cycles of the system

Let us define the following random variables:

• Tk =
∑k
j=1 Yk: the time of the kth maintenance of the system. k is the number of maintenance of the system

(caused by hard components, but we don’t distinguish which component causes the maintenance by the definition

of Yk).

• Ai,j : the jth replacement cycle of component Chi.

• ai,ni =
∑ni
j=1Ai,j : the time of the nith replacement of component Chi.

• Ni(t) =
∑∞
j=1 1{ai,j≤t}
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Figure A.8: Two possible renewal process of component Chi after first reactive maintenance of the system. For Case 1, component Chi is

renewed at Y1 and then it is renewed again after a duration of Ai,2. Thus Y2 = ai,2 − Y1 for the whole system. For Case 2, component Chi

survives at Y1. It may be renewed after a period Ai,1 and thus Y2 = ai,1 − Y1.

By using Eq. (A.8), the probability distribution function associated to the first replacement time interval Y1 can be

calculated as follows,

P(Y1 > t) = P(min(tf1, s1, l
2
1, . . . , tfm1

, sm1
, l2m1

) > t)

=

m1∏
i=1

P(tfi > t, si > t)P(l2i > ξi(Ji(t)τ))

=

m1∏
i=1

P(si > t | tfi > t)P(tfi > t)P(l2i > ξi(Ji(t)τ)) (A.9)

Figure A.8 shows a schema of the possible realizations of Y2(the second maintenance time interval of the system). SubS

denotes the subsystem consisting of the hard components exclusive of Chi. For component Chi there are two possibilities

after Y1:

• Case 1: The component Chi has been replaced at Y1. The maintenance cycle Y2 is equal to ai,2 − T1.

• Case 2: The component Chi has survived at Y1. The maintenance cycle Y2 is equal to ai,1 − T1.

Considering all the m1 − 1 hard components, the following probability distribution can be deduced:

P(Y2 > t) = P(min(a1,N1(T1)+1 − T1, . . . , am1,Nm1 (T1)+1 − T1) > t)

=

m1∏
i=1

∫ ∞
0

1∑
j=0

P(ai,j+1 − T1 > t | T1, Ni(T1) = j)P(Ni(T1) = j)d(P(T1 ≤ x))

=

m1∏
i=1

∫ ∞
0

[P(ai,1 − T1 > t | T1 ≤ x)P(Ni(T1) = 0) +

P(ai,2 − T1 > t | T1 ≤ x)P(Ni(T1) = 1)]d(P(T1 ≤ x)) (A.10)

where P(T1 ≤ x) = P(Y1 ≤ x) is given by equation (A.9).
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Figure A.9: Replacement process of component Chi after (n− 1)th reactive maintenance of the system. For component Chi, its replacement

time may contribute to the replacement process of the whole system, but it is different from the latter.

In the same way we can calculate the distribution of Yn. See Figure A.9 for an example of Yn, the survival function

of Yn can be calculated recursively as follows:

P(Yn > t) = P(min(a1,N1(Tn−1)+1 − Tn−1, . . . , am1,Nm1 (Tn−1)+1 − Tn−1) > t)

=

m1∏
i=1

∫ ∞
0

n−1∑
j=0

P(ai,Ni(Tn−1)+1 − Tn−1 > t|Tn−1, Ni(Tn−1) = j)P(Ni(Tn−1) = j)

d(P(Tn−1 ≤ x)) (A.11)

where

P(Tn−1 ≤ x) = P(

n−1∑
j=1

Yj ≤ x) (A.12)

E(Yn) =

∫ ∞
0

P(Yn > y)dy (A.13)

To calculate Eq. (A.10) and Eq. (A.11), the probabilities related to ai,j and consequently Ai,j should be evaluated.

As the failures (respectively signals) of different components are independent of each other and after replacement the

component Chi starts as new, then ai,hi is a renewal process and Ni(t) is the renewal function.

For Chi, the design life Dli is constant and l1i = q1Dli, q1 > 0 is designed to decide whether or not the component Chi

is opportunistically maintained while it is functioning during a system reactive maintenance. Recall that for a fixed q1,

the parameter l1i is constant.

The inequality Ai,j > t implies that the following four events are occurred: after being functional during t since the

last maintenance (the (j − 1)th replacement for Chi),

• Event 1 : Chi is not failed;

• Event 2 : Chi does not show a prediction signal;

• Event 3 : its age does not reach the threshold l1i at the reactive maintenance triggered by the other hard components;

• Event 4 : its age does not reach the threshold l2i at the Ji(ai,j−1 + t)th routine maintenance of the system.

The Ai,j are identically distributed and according to the four events, we have

P(Ai,j > t) = P(Ai,1 > t) (A.14)

= P(tf1>t, s1>t, l
1
i > ξi(t), l

2
i > ξi(Ji(ai,j−1 + t)τ))

= P(s1>t | tf1>t)P(tf1>t)P(l1i >ξi(t))P(l2i > ξi(Ji(ai,j−1 + t)τ))
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The renewal function has the following probability distribution:

P(Ni(t) ≥ n) = P(ai,n ≤ t) = F
(n)
Ai,1

(t) (A.15)

where FAi,1(t) is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of Ai,1 and F
(n)
Ai,1

(·) denotes the n-fold convolution of FAi,1(·).

Since

P(Ni(t) = n) = P(ai,n+1 > t)− P(ai,n > t), (A.16)

therefore,

P(ai,Ni(t) > h) =

∞∑
n=0

P(

n∑
j=1

Ai,j > h | Ni(t) = n)P(Ni(t) = n). (A.17)

Appendix B. Cost caused by the soft components

The soft components are inspected both at reactive maintenance and at the routine maintenance times with time

interval τ . Hence the cycle of the maintenance of soft component composes of both {Yk, k ≥ 1} and {nτ, n ≥ 1} based

on its age threshold and life.

Let us define the following random variables:

• Bi,j : the jth replacement cycle of soft component Csi.

• bi,k =
∑k
j=1Bi,j .

• NS(t) =
∑∞
j=0 1{Tj<t} the counting process of the reactive maintenance actions of the system, (number of reactive

maintenances before t).

• TNS(t): the time of the NS(t)-th reactive maintenance actions of the system

• Nτ (t) =
∑∞
j=0 1{jτ<t} the counting process of the routine maintenance actions of the system.

The soft component is maintained if one of the following events occurs:

• The component is failed before a reactive maintenance.

• The component is failed before a routine maintenance.

• The next reactive maintenance after the last maintenance is planned is longer than li.

• The next routine maintenance time is planned after li.

In figures B.10, B.11, B.12, B.13, examples of the replacement cycle of soft component Csi are given. HSubs. denotes

the subsystem of hard components.

Appendix B.1. Probabilities costs associated to maintenance cycles

For the first cycle Bi,1 of the soft component Csi, for simplification of notation and derivation, let l1i = l2i = li, we have

P(Bi,1 > t) = P(tfi > TNS(t), tfi > Nτ (t)τ, li > TNS(t), li > Nτ (t)τ)

= P(min(tfi, li) > max(TNS(t), N
τ (t)τ)) (B.1)

Similarly,

P(Bi,2 > t) = P(min(tfi, li) > max(TNS(t+Bi,1) −Bi,1, N
τ (t)τ)) (B.2)
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τ τ τ τ τ2 (k1-1) k1 (k1+1)

Y1

0

d1k1

SF1 SF2
Cs1

TS1

TS2

Figure B.10: The soft failure duration during Y1. SF1 and SF2 denote the times when the first and second soft failures occur. T s
i , i = 1, 2

denote the replacement cycle of soft component. d1K1 denotes the downtime during K1th routine maintenance period in Y1.

Figure B.11: Replacement process of component Csi, where Bi,h denotes the hth maintenance of soft component Csi and Yk denotes the kth

maintenance of the system. Bi,h is decided by either nτ(nth routine maintenance) or Yk+1(reactive maintenance caused by hard components)

Figure B.12: The first replacement cycle of component Csi. The component Csi could be replaced either by routine maintenance or opportunistic

maintenance triggered by reactive maintenance of hard components.

Figure B.13: The possible nth renewal cycle of component Csi. For Hsubs. it may experience j − 1th maintenance, while for soft component

Csi, it has been renewed n− 1 times.
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For the nth replacement, it depends on bi,n−1 and we have

P(Bi,n > t) = P(min(tfi, li) > max(TNS(t+bi,n−1) − bi,n−1, N
τ (t)τ)) (B.3)

The challenge is that even we calculate the probability distribution function of {Bi,n, n ∈ R+} recursively, it is still

hard to distinguish whether the maintenance of the soft component occurs at a reactive maintenance time or at a routine

maintenance time. If it occurs at the reactive maintenance, the down time cost will be saved by the maintenance of hard

components. In order to simplify the analysis, assume that the time duration of the replacement of the soft component

is negligible, i.e, Csu = 0.

Appendix B.2. Probabilities associated to each maintenance operation

Now we focus on the production loss during the soft failure. As the soft failure is hidden and the maintenance can

only happen at the reactive and routine maintenance, the soft failure can only be fixed at the next reactive maintenance

or routine maintenance, whichever occurs first. Recall that Yn denotes the time interval of nth maintenance of the system

caused by hard components. The following notations are considered.

• Kn = dYnτ e: the maximum number of routine maintenances during Yn, where dxe = max{n ∈ N | n ≤ x}.

• kn =
∑n
i=1Ki: the number of routine maintenance during Tn.

• Nf (t): the number of soft failures during the period t

• ξi(t): the age of the soft component Csi at time t. ξi(0) = 0 and after replacement at t, ξi(t
+) = 0.

Figure B.10 gives an example of the soft failure during Y1. The first soft failure occurs between τ and 2τ and is fixed

at 2τ . For further simplifications, we consider a constant production loss Cl. If the production loss is a constant for each

soft failure, we only need to know the times of the soft failures.

We start with m2=1, i.e, one soft component. The number of soft failures Nf (Y1) during Y1 = T1 is defined as follows

Nf (Y1) =

K1∑
j=1

1{ξi(jτ)=0} + 1{tsf<Y1−K1τ+ξi(K1τ)} (B.4)

where ξi(jτ) = 0 implies a replacement at jτ and tsf < Y1 −K1τ + ξi(K1τ) implies the component does not survive at

the last incomplete routine period included in Y1. Since

P(K1 = k) = P(dY1
τ
e = k) = P(kτ < Y1 < (k + 1)τ)

= P(Y1 < (k + 1)τ)− P(Y1 < kτ) (B.5)

Therefore,

E(Nf (Y1))=

∞∑
k=1

(

k∑
j=1

P(ξi(jτ) = 0) + P(tsf < Y1 − kτ + ξi(kτ)))P(K1 = k) (B.6)

Since the soft component is inspected at each routine maintenance, the soft failure must be revealed in time interval τ .

Thus the first part of Eq. (B.6) can be calculated as follows,

P(ξi(jτ) = 0) = P((j − 1)τ < tsf < jτ) (B.7)
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Figure B.14: The possible soft failure duration during Yn. It consists of three parts in Yn: the period that is partly contained in Yn−1 and

Yn: (Kn−1 + 1)τ − Tn−1; the periods contained entirely in Yn; the period that is partly contained in Yn and Yn+1: Tn −Knτ .

The second part of Eq. (B.6) is calculated as follows. Since before Y1 the only replacement can occur at routine

maintenance times, therefore the soft component age ξi at a routine maintenance time is a multiple of τ . Consequently,

P(tsf <Y1 − kτ + ξi(kτ))=

k∑
l=0

P(tsf <Y1 − (k − l)τ | ξi(kτ)= lτ)P(ξi(kτ)=lτ)

=

∫ ∞
0

k∑
l=0

P(tsf < Y1 − (k − l)τ | ξi(kτ) = lτ, Y1 = y)P(ξi(kτ) = lτ)fY1
(y)dy

=

∫ ∞
0

k∑
l=0

P(tsf < Y1 − (k − l)τ | ξi(kτ) = lτ, Y1 = y)P(tsf > lτ)fY1
(y)dy (B.8)

where Y1 is defined by Eq. (A.9).

Recall Ki = dYiτ e be the maximum routine maintenance times during Yi and kn =
∑n
i=1Ki. Similarly as it is shown

in Fig B.14, the number of soft failures Nf (Yn) during Yn is as follows:

Nf (Yn)=

kn∑
j=kn−1+1

1{ξi(jτ)=0}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Part I

+1{tsf<Tn−knτ+ξi(knτ)}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Part II

(B.9)

where

• Part I corresponds to the soft failures detected and maintained at routine maintenance times.

• Part II the failure occurs after the last routine maintenance and before Tn.

The expected number of soft failure is calculated as follows:

E(Nf (Yn)) =

∞∑
k=1

kn∑
j=kn−1+1

P(ξi(jτ) = 0) + P(tsf < Tn − kτ + ξi(kτ))P(kn = k) (B.10)

where P(ξi(jτ) = 0) is given by Eq.(B.7) and

P(kn = k) = P(

n∑
i=1

Ki = k) = P(n)(Ki = k), (B.11)

with P(n) the n convolution of the probability and similarly to Eq.(B.5)

P(Kn = k) = P(Yy < (k + 1)τ)− P(Yy < kτ). (B.12)

Moreover,

P(tsf < Tn − kτ + ξi(kτ)) =

∫
R

P(tsf < t− kτ + ξi(kτ))dP(Tn < t)

=

Kn∑
l=1

∫
R

P(tsf < t− kτ + lτ)dP(Tn < t)P(ξi(kτ) = lτ) (B.13)
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where

P(ξi(kτ) = lτ) = P((k − l − 1)τ < tsf < (k − l)τ)

Besides the number of the soft failure Nf
n , the number of preventive maintenance Np

n during Yn should be calculated.

Analogically as the Nf , we have

E(Np(Yn)) =

∞∑
k=1

 kn∑
j=kn−1+1

∫
R

P(li < ξi(jτ) < t)dP(tsf < t)


+ P(tsf > max{(kn−1 + 1)τ − Tn−1 + ξi(Yn−1), li)

+ P(tsf > max{Tn − kτ + ξi(knτ), li})]P(kn = k) (B.14)

E(Csim(Tn)) =

n∑
k=1

E(Nf
k )(Csf + Cl) + E(Np

k )Csp + knCis (B.15)
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